It’s Your Big Data. Make it Work.

Need an environment for your Hadoop production, testing or development projects?

Need to quickly demonstrate value from your Big Data?

Have clients who want to try out Hadoop but lack the infrastructure?

HADOOP HOSTING

Turning big data into big insights just got a whole lot easier. Introducing Hadoop Hosting from Bit Refinery. This innovative service lets you spin up one or more Hadoop clusters in days not months for development, testing or production applications. Store and analyze massive amounts of data with in-depth querying capabilities without the need to purchase expensive dedicated servers and appliances. The hosted service comes with a complete set of features such as fully dedicated servers, private high-speed network and full console control. You get low-cost storage that’s replicated with unlimited querying capabilities.

Even better – use any flavor of Hadoop – you’re not locked into one vendor or technology. You bring the technology. We’ll provide the hosting environment.
Deploying your *always on* cluster with Bit Refinery allows you to save the capex and eliminate the headaches associated with hosting it yourself.

With Hadoop Hosting you get:
- Zero up-front capital costs
- Dedicated servers perfectly suited for Hadoop applications
- Secure data transfers into the cloud at 500 GB/day over enterprise WAN connections
- Type II SSAE 16 data center
- Private network
- HIPAA compliance
- Option to pair with VMware® environment to create a highly available cluster
- Data shuttle services

Key Benefits
- Process and analyze vast amounts of data whenever you want without time and cost constraints
- No CAPEX investments
- 24/7/365 availability
- Set up Hadoop clusters in days not months for faster business value from your big data
- Install any variation of Hadoop
- Develop in a true high availability environment by combining Hadoop Hosting with Bit Refinery’s Enterprise VMware®

How It Works
Hadoop Hosting uses the Dell C series line of servers. Each server contains 4 “nodes” with the following configuration:
- Dell C Series Dedicated Server (Bare Metal, no virtualization)
- Dual, Quad Core CPUs
- 24 GB RAM
- 3, 1 TB enterprise-grade SATA hard drives (JBOD)
- Redundant 1 GB Ethernet connectivity
- Full console control via KVM over IP with media connectivity
- Custom configurations available

IT’S THAT SIMPLE
You install, administer and maintain any flavor of Hadoop. Combine our enterprise VMware® cloud with a Hadoop cluster and you have a resilient, high-performing computing cluster ready to turn your big data into big insights.

$300 per month*

Price per node

Learn more about how you can make your big data work. Contact us today.

Bit Refinery, LLC | 855.874.9700 | www.BitRefinery.com | Sales@BitRefinery.com

*Based on a one-year commitment – per month pricing and custom configurations are also available.